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Abstract— VANET (Vehicular Ad-hoc Network) is another 

innovation which has taken tremendous consideration in the 

current years. Because of Dynamic topology changing and 

visit separation makes it hard to design an effective routing 

for routing information among vehicles, called V2V 

communication and vehicle to street side framework V2I. 

The current routing protocols for VANET are not productive 

to meet each activity situations. Along these lines design of 

an effective routing convention has taken huge 

consideration. It is extremely important to recognize the 

focal points and inconveniences of routing protocols which 

can be utilized for further change or advancement of any 

new routing convention.  This paper analyzed different 

existing routing protocols in VANET. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) is a positive means for 

safe driving by empowering legitimate adjusting among 

vehicles. Movement mischances are a standout amongst the 

most concerned issue everywhere throughout the world. A 

great many life misfortunes are confronted due street 

mishaps. Both on scholastic and industry level, numerous 

specialists have as of now presented and actualized different 

wellbeing applications [1].  

It is a system in which remote innovation is sited in 

vehicles. Every vehicle demonstrations as a node that can 

conceivably pass information parcels towards the goal, 

along these lines shaping an impromptu system in which 

nodes can join and leave in a dynamic way [2]. It is 

otherwise called inter vehicle correspondence (IVC) or 

vehicle to- vehicle (V2V) correspondence [3]. VANETs 

have moved toward becoming well known because of their 

immense scope of uses. Applications for purposes other than 

wellbeing are given in [4]. It is evaluated that the principal 

framework will associate this innovation are police and fire 

vehicles to speak with each other for security purposes [5]. 

Communication in VANET can either be vehicle-

to-vehicle (V2V) or vehicle-to-foundation (V2I). V2V 

communication permits vehicle send and gets profitable 

messages; vehicles speak with each other specifically 

without the assistance of different frameworks. V2I 

demonstrates one path for OBU to associate with RSU; 

vehicle can build up associations with Internet through RSU. 

The message sent by one vehicle may have critical security 

suggestions, for example, mischance avoidance [6]. 

 
Fig. 1: Communication in VANET [6] 

VANET is a subclass of mobile ad hoc network 

(MANET) in which nodes are vehicles, so their nature is 

dynamic. Because of the profoundly powerful nature of the 

nodes, productive routing is a key test. Thus, there is 

requirement for a routing protocol which gives better data 

conveyance without course breakage [7]. 

A. Challenges in VANET 

 Highly dynamic topology: A vehicular system is 

profoundly powerful because of two reasons: speed of 

the vehicles and attributes of radio dissemination. 

 Frequently disconnected: The exceptionally powerful 

topology brings about regular changes in its availability, 

in this manner the connection between two vehicles can 

rapidly vanish while they are transmitting data.  

 Geographical communication: Vehicles to be come to 

ordinarily rely on upon their geological area.  

 Propagation model: Typically, VANETs work in three 

situations: roadway, country, and city. In a high-

manner, the proliferation model is normally thought to 

be free-space, however the flag can endure impedance 

by the reflection with the divider boards around the 

streets [7]. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Lin et al.[8] surveyed existing unicast, multicast and 

communicate protocols for VANETs. The unicast routing 

protocols were part into min-deferral and postponement 

bound methodologies. Wang and wang [9] proposed Traffic 

Infrastructure Based Cluster Routing Protocol with Handoff 

(TIBCRPH). Abuashour and Kadoch [10] proposed a 

Cluster-Based Life-Time Routing (CBLTR) convention, 

which plans to expand the course steadiness and normal 

throughput in two heading fragment situation. Benkirane et 

al.[11] proposed the execution examination of specially 

appointed routing convention AODV and DSR is done in a 

V ANET condition, particularly in City illustration. 
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Chowdhury et al.[12].compared exhibitions of responsive 

routing protocols named Dynamic Source Routing (DSR), 

Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) and Ad hoc 

On Demand Multipath Distance Vector (AOMDV) in 

VANET utilizing distinctive Mobility Models given in 

VanetMobiSim system. Goel et al.[13] proposed diverse 

position based routing protocols are. The reason for this 

review was to show the viable position based routing 

protocols with their sound parameters for the concerned 

perusers. Houssaini et al.[14] exhibited an improvement for 

the GPRS routing convention recognized as GPRS+Predict. 

This change was characterized by evaluating the future 

position of every single taking part hub. Lo and Kuo [15] 

proposed TARCO to enhance routing execution in urban 

vehicular conditions. Mittal et al.[16] proposed a system to 

expand the versatility of the convention with the changing 

topology . 

III. ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

This section provides routing protocols of VANET with 

their Features and Limitations. There are number of routing 

protocols such as proactive, reactive and hybrid routing. 

These are as follows: 

A. Proactive:  

These protocols are table driven protocols means in these 

protocols node keeps information of its each neighbor node 

in the form of table. These protocols chooses shortest path 

for data transmission. 

 Features: Route Discovery is not necessary also 

message delay is low. 

 Limitations: Bandwidth occupation is low. 

1) Fisheye State Routing:  

FSR [17] comes in the category of proactive routing 

protocol. It uses tables to store information of each neighbor 

node. These tables were used for further data transmission. 

 Features: Routing overhead is low, changing in the 

routing table will not occur even if there is an link 

failure because it doesn’t trigger any control message 

for link failure. 

 Limitations: Very poor performance is poor for small ad 

hoc networks. Information is   less about isolated nodes. 

Routing overhead is also high. 

B. Reactive (On Demand):   

These routing protocols are on demand routing protocols 

means whenever sender node have some messages to 

transmit then it first discover its neighbor nodes and chooses 

shortest path for message transmission. These protocols are 

not table driven. On demand route discovery reduces 

network traffic. 

 Features: No updating of routing table is required. 

Bandwidth utilization is high. 

 Limitations: Message delay is high, Flooding of 

messages causes disturbance of nodes communication. 

1) AODV Ad Hoc on Demand Distance Vector routing 

protocol 

Ad Hoc on Demand Distance Vector routing protocol [18] 

mechanism chooses route discovery process only when there 

is need of message transmission. It supports both unicast & 

multicast routing. In AODV a destination sequence number 

is used that makes it dissimilar from further on demand 

routing protocols. 

 Features: It uses destination sequence number to 

maintain up-to-date path. Memory requirements are 

less. Route redundancy in routes is also less. It can be 

applied to large scale adhoc network. 

 Limitations: Time consumption is high in connection 

setup process and inconsistency in the route. Multiple 

routes replies create extra overhead in network. 

2) Dynamic Source Routing 

In this routing active routes are maintained. It has two 

phases route discovery & route maintenance.  In first phase 

route is discovered by sender node and once route is 

discovered it is mandatory to maintain that route until 

message s transmitted toward destination. 

 Features: Less bacon, less overhead in network. DSR 

does not require any periodical updates. 

 Limitations: Avoidable flooding burden in the network. 

Nodes mobility is high. Once a link is broken it is 

difficult to repair it locally. 

C. Temporally Ordered Routing Protocol (TORA):  

This protocol is based on the link reversal algorithm that 

creates a direct acyclic graph towards the destination where 

source node acts as a root of the tree. In TORA packet is 

broadcasted by sending node, by receiving the packet 

neighbor nodes rebroadcast the packet based on the DAG if 

it is the sending node’s downward link. 

 Features: DAG (Direct acyclic graph) is created 

whenever it is necessary. Reduce network overhead is 

less and supported in dense network. 

 Limitations: Less popular then DSR & AODV. 

Scalability is low. 

 Hybrid routing protocols: These routing protocols 

contains combination of both reactive and proactive 

protocols. 

a) Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP): 

ZRP is a hybrid protocol. It is more appropriate for 

substantial traverse and differing versatility designs. In ZRP, 

Routing zone implies every hub in the system keeps up 

proactively keeps up courses inside a nearby locale. 

 Features: Efficiency is high, less overhead. Scalability 

is high. 

 Limitations: Due to dynamic topology nature it is not 

suitable for highly movable networks. Deciding zone 

size is challenging problem. 

b) Geographic Routing Protocols 

In Geographic routing protocols nodes discovers their 

positions and their neighbor’s position with the help of GPS 

to tenser messages with each other. In these routing 

protocols no table is needed for storing neighbor 

information also no information is exchange between 

neighbors [21]. 

 Features: Route disclosure and administration is not 

required. Scalability is high. Appropriate for high node 

mobility pattern. 

 Limitations: It requires position deciding services. Due 

to absence of satellite signal in tunnel a GPS device 

doesn’t work in tunnel. 
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IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

Routing 

techniques 
Routing 

Overhead 

ratio 
Latency Scalability 

Mobility 

support 

Control 

traffic 

Reactive 

routing 
Flat Low High 

Designed for network having 

less than 100 nodes 

Route 

Maintance 
Low 

Proactive 

routing 

Flat or 

hierarchy 
High Low 

Designed for network having 

greater than 100 nodes 

Periodic 

Update 
High 

Hybrid 

routing 
Hierarchy Medium 

In between 

zone is low 

Designed for network having 

greater than 1000 nodes 
Both Low 

Table 1: Comparison of Topology Based Routing

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, analyze major upsides and downsides of 

various routing protocols among vehicles communication in 

VANET. By concentrate distinctive routing convention in 

VANET we have seen that further execution assessment is 

required to check execution of a routing convention with 

other routing protocols in view of different movement 

situations. Correlation should be possible among the routing 

protocols in the Overlay etc. 
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